ANIMAL BEHAVIOR WEBSITE

And

Will be building a website about

____________________________________________________________________________behavior

focusing on

____________________________________________________________________________animal.

**Schedule:**
*Week 4 During Lab*: pairs and topics

*Week 7 During Lab*: rough outline
Will come to lab prepared to build a draft of the website.
Obviously there will still be much research to be done after this but the draft will include some information for each of the topics to be cover.

*Week 10 Thursday November 1*th draft
All websites must be posted on the courses server by 5:00 pm.
The websites should be ready for public viewing. It is each student's responsibility to check that all images and links are functional from any computer on campus. If you have failed to create correct relational links and images they may work on your own computer but not when viewed across the web. Please seek advice before noon today for assistance.

*Week 11 Tuesday November 6*th critique
In Class, students will hand in hard copy of a constructive critique for their two assigned websites.
These critiques will be delivered to the webpage authors on Thursday November 6th

*Week 13 Thursday November 20*th final draft
Final websites, incorporating the critique comments, must be posted on the courses server by 5:00 pm.
They will be linked to create a course webpage that will be available for viewing over T-day break.

THIS FORM WILL BE HANDED IN BY THE END OF LAB IN WEEK 4 Sept 19 and 20.